
ENGiiSii

iiy ot

to

With

wooiti,

Oy ood of tho
pupils ohould bo ablo to:
(i) topic

goading

now WOldt4 (O) tho
now botW001i

topic

liiiiin Oivon

to now wordb

found in a givon

Of

SCHOOLS
b THIRD TERM

Obi/ '(j

01)

j(ij

(ii) Critical 'Chit ihino and

%ojvinq

(iii) and

WOO thoi(

ili with
6,0t n,

(Olli l)iii)

(ftli(i)

jinki[i0
woolti in

with the

i ) lititon to (i) Communication and
tho with viow Collaboration

to idontifyino now wordb ii, Critical Thinking and
oottino thoif

Probiom 
oronuncintloo,

iii, 
Solving

and(O) in idontity Personal
topic hontonco in

Dovolopmont
ond it to tho
in tho

(ill) Pupil% up to otitnblibh tho
rolntionbhi() botwoon thoif

lito tho
idoli in tho

(IV) Eoch pupil conntruct%

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l) Charts/flashf%fdi
ii) Video

(ii) Games on
WEB RESOURCES:

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
Flash cards

WEB RESOURCES

iv) with with tho now
tho now wordb wordb and ghow their

teachers
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WKS TOPICS

(d)Wfitinq

involving
opinion

(e) Dictations for the

Week

2 (a) Speech work:

Expressing

Congratulations

(b) Structure: Passage
based on illustrating
'when' adverbial

structure

ny ot tho jonnon,

ho nl'lo to:

ii

for

lii

Of

with

(ligcon tot

oxprogninq

gonornl opinionq; 0,

formal oc intorrnnl

procoduron

v compogo/wrilo nn

on a given topic to

expregs onog opinion

Learners are to bo guidod

to learn the following

words:

merchandise, bribery.
torture, corporal,

immediately, opportunity,

recognizes, vacuum,
accidentally, ubiquitous.

By tho ond of tho losson,
pupils should bo ablo to:
i identify congratulatory

speech presentation
ii use appreciation words

(like: Excellent' Well
done! keep it up) to
acknowledge the effort,

dedication, or skill of
someone;

iii discuss the qualities of a
good congratulatory

speech;
iv express good wishes for

future success to improve

English speaking skill

By the end of the lesson,
students should be ablo
to:

i. identify adverbials in
sentences';

ii. examine the use and
function of 'when' in

sentences;
iii construct long

With

0

think, I ,

Ott',

Ot writing,

writ!) bolti

With

IV, Em.'h pupil writot', their

opinionn on (livon topic,

oto/o/how/o

For homo ntudy. pupils,

individuals,

i.)look up tho mooningt;, word

clat',G09 and pronunciation of

tho givon wordt; in a

dictionary, and ooc.h word

in, at loagt, a ogntonco,

i, Pupilg, in small groupo, road
congratulatory cardt; to

idontify congratulatory opooch
prosontation;

ii, Pupils, in small groupg,
congratulatory wordg or

expressions for succoggful
candidates in their clagg
organized interviow;

iii. Pupils, in pairs, through tho
group progontationo identify
and discuss tho qualitios of
congratulatory speech',

iv Pupils, as a class, use

ii.

congratulatory speech for ono
anothor to improve their

English speaking skill.

Pupils, in small groups, study a
given passage to identify all
adverbials used in it;
Pupils, in pairs, examine the
use and function of 'when' in
sentences: og. It is used as
an adverbial of time, it
introduces dependent clause,
it is a linking word that join two
clauses together (main and

(i) Cornmunicotion and
Collaboration

(ii) Londort;hip and

Port;onoj C)ovolopmont

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Loadorohip and
Porgonal

Dovoloprrmt
iii) Creativity and

Imagination

iv) Citizonghip

Communication and
Collaboration
Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving
Leadership and

Personal Development
Imagination and
creativity

dif,tjoooty

(ii) Onlinej (jidi(Hi$jty

AUDIO V18UAL
RESOURCES
i, Charts/Flagbcardg

ii Congratulatory

cards
iii Pronouncing

Dictionary by
Daniol Jonos

WEB RESOURCES
httpo:/!t)t;iblt)arrrmytx

toactwro-oo-ttwr:

achiqvomonW

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

(ii) Word/ Sontonco
Budding Games

(iii) Drilling GartK'
WEB RESOURCES

sentences with 'when;
subordinate clauses). The
man came when it was
raining,
Pupils, in pairs, construct long
sentences and paragraphs
with 'when'.

ii.https•noam#vtttwpti

(un•av1ivitwtJrx:

iiit)ttpqU/wwwgirnøooq
Read further through this link:
http$//www,grammae
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(c) Comprehension and
Vocabulary Development
Emphasis on new Words
and Meaning/Purpose

(d)Wrifrng: Expository
Essay:
Basic Concept of Drug

(e) Dictation for the week

(a) Speech work:
Observing and reporting
things, complete action

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i, identify new words in a

selected passage and
use them in another

context;

ii. analyze the passage to

bring out the main idea

and puonse;
iii. answer questions from

the selected passage.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

i identify and describe

the features of an

expository essay;
ii discuss the topic orally;

iii compose and write an
essay on a drug abuse.

Leamers are to be guided

to leam the following

words:

Camouflage, demitasse,
glucose, inexorable,
occasionally, prescience,
superintendent,

depanment, embrace,

eliminate

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

(i) identity the features of

report presentation;

(ii) explain the style of

report;

(iii) present a report on an

incident orally.

Pupils, in pairs, identify

news from a given passage

and use them in another

context.

Pupils. in small groups,

criticize the passage to

bring out denotative and

connotative meaning.

iii. Pupils, in each group,

ii

answer questions from the

passage and compare their

answers with another

groups, through their group

leaders.

Pupils, in pairs, study a

given sample of expository

essay; identify its

features/style; describe the

features for the class.

Pupils, as groups, discuss

the topic orally, paying

attention on causes, effects,

solutions to drug abuse;

iii Each pupil writes a simple

essay on the given topic.

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes, and pronunciation of

the given words in a dictionary,

and use each word in, at least,

a sentence.

(i) Pupils, as a class,
read/listen to a given

sample of report of a case;

identify the features of

report presentation;(e.g.

introduction, body,

conclusion).
(ii) Pupils, in small group,

explain the style of report

(e.g. concise detail,
clarity/accuracy, logicality,
using passive voice, past
tense, objectivity, etc.

(iii) A video clap on an
incident (e.g. accident,
fighting, protest etc.) is
displayed to be watched by
the class. Pupils pair up to
present a report as
eyewitness on the scene.

(iv) Each pupil present report
on their experiences on
any incident/ scene etc.

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
Development

iii) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

iv) Citizenship

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

iii. Creativity and

Imagination
iv Citizenship

(i) Communication an
Collaboration

(ii) Digital Literacy

(l) Communication and

collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and

Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and

Personal

Development

(iv) Digital Literacy



LEARNING
TOPICS

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

By the end Of the (i) Pupils. as a class,

'
pupils should be able to: rend.uqten to a given

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

(i) Communicmtimj
and cdlnboratR)0hat l the use of gytssaoe and identity the uso (ii) 

and

Road SG:'ety

(d ) Witing: Descriptive

(Elements of Sod)

) Supplementary
eadlng: Story Book

that ad;ecttval
giv•n

passage:
Y'at'

'appnwatety a fill in
the gap passage:

(hi) match make! Nnnect
phrases and

&uses together With

to

sentences

(iv) fem sentences and
paragraphs with the

use that\vhich:

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l) differentiate bet',seen

main ideas and

suppotting ideas in

each paragraph;
ii) recognize the

unfamiliar words in a

selected passage
iii) construct sentences

with the words

(iv) answer questions on

the passage

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be.ble to:

of 'that/ which' adjectival
clause in a conversation.
Pupils. in small groups, rond
a passage with some blank
spaces and fill them with
thatWhich:

('ii)Pupits pair up to match mark
some given noun phrases or
main clauses with
tvlative/adjectival

clauses(thafivhich) to form
complex sentences.

(iv) Pupils, in small groups.
present dialogue involving
use of 'that/which' adjectival
clause.

(i) Pupils, in small groups,
deduce main ideas from
supporting idea in a given
text

(ii) Pupils pair up to highlight

the unfamiliar words in a
given text and check for
their meanings in

Dictionary/online.

(iii) Pupils, in small groups, use

i) classify the soil
according to types

(suitability different

types of soil for plant

growth;

ii) state major

characteristics of soil

and its properties;

write simple descriptive

composition about soil.

the identified words in

sentences.

(iv) The group leaders present
their answers to the class

for critique.

Visit this website for more

information the topic

i. Pupils, as a class, study
elements of soil on a chart

and list its types: clay,

loamy, sandy;
ii) Pupils, in small groups, walk

round the school premises
to collect soil samples to

Critical thinking and
Problom Solving

(iii) Loadorship and
Personal

Dovoiopmont

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
development

iii) Creativity and
imagination

iv) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
Development

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

discuss their major

characteristics of soil and its

properties in relation to land

use potentials.
(iii Following the teacher's

guidelines,

iv)Each pupil writes descriptive

essay on soil.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i share with other pupils

the story read;

ii discuss lessons learnt
from the book;

iii relate events in the
story to their personal

lives. using 

i.

staybodd*y/poem

State awoved bock isl
ii. Each pupil discusses the main

idea of the story.
iii. Pupils, in small groups, share

information from the story,

iv. Pupils, in pairs, establish
relationships between ideas

evidence from the

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Citizenship

iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

Fn Lan ua o

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
Charts

Pnssnqog
Audio player
WEB RESOURCES

school$ttv7th•ancE
Oth•gradc/goglish'

languogo:

art9/adioct;vos:

coordinate/

@.com/orlicles/yhictp

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Flash cards
ii. Passage from
relevant materials e.g.
Road Safety.
WEB RESOURCES
https;(/www,edvtqpia,or

glartic'e($ways-
support-students-who-

struggle-reading-

comprehension

htt : /www. hou h

pm/reading-

comprehension-

strategies-795?

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

(i) Charts
(ii)Soil Samples
(iii) Water

(iv)Seedling
(v)Guided composition
model

WEB RESOURCES:

iihttps:/hmyw.pennington

.com/all-product$/gr@ss-

take-an-accurate-soil-

sampl_e

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Flash cards

ii. Lagos State

iii, Recommended

Literature Text

WEB RESOURCES

passage
Each pupil discusses the
lessons/values learnt from the
story.



WKS tomcs

Diphthongs

tao'and

tul

(b) Sttuctutv

With the

Past Tense. Past

Pedect Tense

(c) Comprehension and

Vocabulary
Development

Emphasis on new

Words, Tone. Mood and.

Moaning/Purpose

(iii) I
t Ail

With

By the end of tho lesson,

pupils should bo ablo to:
(i) explain tho past tonso

with examples;

(ii) classify past tonso and

past perfect tonso in a

passage

(iii) coved past tonso to

past perfect tonso with

examplos

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

h a Oct;

ii) analyze a text to bring

out its mood and

purpose;

iii) relate the issue raised in
the text to their real life

exponences

Il'"/ (00,

Now no, how

cow owl own,

(It ono)ti/ Il"/ (boy bono,

boil toy

wooln thiit ti(0

contnininq

tho wobnito boiow

to ton wordo on onc.h

tho noondb:

Pupils, class, considoc

ii

five colovant sontoncos

given nod manipulato

gamog to explain tho past

tonso,

Pupils. in groups, idontify

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Loadorship and

Porsonal

Dovolopmont

iii,) Croativity and

and classify tho oxamplos of imagination

past tonso and past porf0(t iv ) Critical Thinking and

tonso in a givon passage,

and each group loador takos

a turn to prosont their

findings to tho class.

iii Pupils pair up to change ton
givon past tonso

(sontoncos) to past perfect

tonso.

i. Pupils, as a class, discuss
the moaninqs of tono, mood
and purpose of a tod or a
passage.

ii) Pupils, in small groups,
critique a text to identity its
tone. mood and purpose.

iii) Pupils Sharo life

Problem Solving

(i) Communication and

Collaboration
(h) Leadership and

Personal
Development

Ili) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

experiences related the text.



En lish Lan ua o

OiUfCJiVtlS

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

i the
'A is moje

teachod

who With the

move 10 ono side
the those who

to the other

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

i, Communication and
collaboration

Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

iii, Leadership and

Personal

Development
they take iv Creativity and
why they are imagination

that position.

as discuss
the chmacte(isucs and

ot a debate,

ocoups,

a mannec
to take a point of view on an

assigned topic and generate

the

5 (a) $peeeh

Diphthongs in Pairs

taws

Conttasting

menepthongs and

diphthongs

e; and •i;

tag and

to be guided

the

radicipation,

wheelchai(,

cowardice,

broadcasting

By the end of the lesson,

pupil* should be able to:

and

pronounce the sounds

laul, t u/ correctly

ii generate tens

containing the sounds

iii the contrast
the sounds

when used in words

iv Construct sentences

to support their

views,

home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and ptonunciation of

the given words in a

dictionaty, and use each word

in, at least, a sentence,

I,) Pupils, as a class, identify
the sounds from a given

chart and pronounce them

distinctively as pronounced

from an available audio

MP3 player,

ii, Each pupil mimics the mouth

positioning model to

pronounce both sounds,

Pupils, in small groups,

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(l) Digital Literacy

(i) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
(ii) Communication and

Collaboration

(iii) Digital Literacy

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

WEB RESOURCES
htWlwwwxqultQfpqd

agogy,comlpersuasiy

e:wriUogl

h(tpsdlwwwpdutQplm

teaching:qrgumeoc:

wuuog

https;lLvwwJiteracyid

eas.comlw(iting-an:

and-students

(I) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

AUDO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Charts/Flashcards

(ii) Pronouncing

Dictionary by Daniel

Jones
WEB RESOURCES:
https://usefulenglish.ru

[phonetics/practiqe-

vowel-contrast

with the pairs of

sounds.

come up with at least ten

wolds on each of the

sounds,

iii) Pupils, in small groups,

contrast the production of

sounds in words: lai/, lei/

(eg, Buy-bay, pie-pay, lie-

lay, yet and lei/ (pen-pain,

den-Dane, many-main, boil-

boat, etc.), la:l and /ai/ (are-

eye, bar-by, hard-hide, park-

spark etc)

iv Pupils, in pairs, generate

sentence using words that

are containing the sounds

Pupils visit the sites below to

generate ten words

of the listed sounds:

https;l/use(ulengllsluulptmqne!i



LEARNING EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

NKS TOPICS

(b)Sttvctum:

vsith

Prepositional Verbs vs,

Phrasal Veros:

Position of the oblect

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:

i) describe the

prepositional verbs and

phrasal verbs

(ii) differentiate between

prepositional verbs and

phrasal verbs,

(iii) construct sentences

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupils, in small groups, study

ten sentences to identify and

describe prepositional verbs

and phrasal verbs: a.)

Structurally, a phrasal verb

can be made up of a verb

•adverb (throw away) or a

verb+ adverb + preposition

(put up with). b) A

prepositional verb is made

of a 

SKILLS

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

iii. Leadership and

personal

Development

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Charts/flashcards

Passages
Sentence Games
WEB RESOURCES

rn/amp/s/speakspgat,r;

omlresources/english-

ramrnar-rules/various.

(c) Comprehension and
Vocabulary
Development
Emphasis on new
Words and
Meaning/Purpose

(d)Writing: Descriptive

Essay.
Write composition on

"My School"

showing position of the

object of a phrasal verb

up verb+ preposition

(think for, wait for etc.)
ramrnar-rules/ hrasal.

verbs-structure-and-

and position of the of a

prepositional verb.

ii Pupils, as a class, are guided

to distinguish prepositional

verbs.verbs from phrasal 

(a.) With a phrasal verb, the

object can be either between

the verb and adverb or after

the adverb; it must be in-

between the verb and adverb

if the object is a pronoun.

1. He took his school uniform

off.

2. He took off his school

uniform. (b.) The object is

used the preposition alone in

a prepositional verb.eg she

waited for the man.

examples%3famp

By the end of the lesson, i. Pupils, in pairs, identify (i) Communication and

pupils should be able to:
l. identify new words in a

selected passage and

use them in another

context;

ii. analyze the passage to
bring out the main idea

and purpose;
iii. answer questions from

the selected passage.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

(l) highlight the features of

a descriptive essay;

(ii) familiarise more with

their immediate

environment: school to

form outlines on the

topic;

(iii) complete a guided

essay on 'My School';

(iv) write a descriptive

essay on " My

Student".

news from a given passage
and use them in another

context;

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

critique the passage to

bring out denotative and

connotative meaning;

iii. Pupils ,in each group,

answer questions from the

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

iv) Citizenship

ii.

passage and compare their

answers with another

groups' ,through their group

leaders

Pupils, as a class,
observe, think, and reflect
on what constitutes the

features of a descriptive

essay based on the sample

provided.

Pupils, in groups, form

(i) Communication and

collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

outlines on description of

their school by considering

name, location, year of

establishment, physical

outlook, human and

material resources,

achievements etc. of

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i) Newspaper
clippings of an article
WEB RESOURCES
https://www.centergrov

e.k12.in.us/cms/libllN0

10008501CentricitylDo

main/490/Tone-and-

Purpose.pdf

iii.https://youtu.belpDp

MCh5TavO

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Charts
(ii) Samples of

descriptive essay
(iii)School

WEB RESOURCES
https://www.readingroc

kets.orglstrategiesldes

criptive writing#:-:text

=Good%20descriptive

%20writing%20include

vokes%2
school;

iii. Pupils pair up to complete a

given guided essay on the

topic and share with the

class.

https://classroom.syno

nym.com/characteristi

cs-descriptive-essay-

8743983.html

iv. Each pupil composes

essays on the given topic.



En lish Lan ua e

WKS TOPICS

(e ) Dictation for the

week

6 (a) Speech work:

Passages on National

Values using correct

Stress and Intonation.

(b) Structure: Use of

"That, Who, Which, and

When' to produce

Defining Relative

Clauses

(c ) Comprehension and
Vocabulary

Development:

Family Needs and
Resources.
Emphasis on New words
and Meaning, simile and
metaphor.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

Learners are to be guided
to learn the following

words:

harmony, helicopter,

gymnastics, haphazard,
hurricane, imitate,

immigrant, hijack, gnash,
gravity.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i. read, and pronounce

stress and intonation
patterns of, a given

passage (discipline,
commitment etc).

correctly;

ii. Use intonation in connected

speech while discussing the

main and supporting ideas

of the passage

iii. express their opinions on

the topic through the use

different pitch heights,

range, intonation patterns,

pause, and tempo.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i recall the relative

pronouns

ii. identify the use of
relative pronouns in
sentences.

iii. explain defining clause
with its features

iv. construct defining

relative clause with and
without relative

pronouns.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i read to draw out simile

and metaphor from the

selected passage;
ii. differentiate between

main ideas and

supporting ideas in a
given passage;

iii. recognize the key
words and the easily
confused words in the
given passage, and
use them in different
contexts correctly.

iv answer questions from
the selected text.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

For home study, each pupil
looks up the meanings, word
classes and pronunciation of
the given words in a dictionary,
and use each word in, at least,
a sentence.

l.) Pupils, at least 4 of them,
read the passage (a
paragraph per pupil) audibly
by paying attention to stress
and intonation patterns.

ii. Pupils, in small groups, use
correct stress and intonation

patterns while discussing

the main and supporting
ideas of the given to the
class;

iii. Pupils, in pairs, express

ii.

iii

iv

their opinions with each
other on the contents of the
given passages and later
share with the class audibly.

Pupils, as a class, are guided
through flashcards to recall
relative pronoun;

Pupils, in small groups, study
a given passage to identify
the use of relative pronouns in
sentences;

Pupils, in groups, study five
given defining clauses as
guides to explain and
describe defining clause E.g.
Commas or parentheses are
not used to separate defining
clause from the rest of the
sentence etc.;
Pupils pair up to construct

sentences containing defining
relative clauses. E.g. 'Here are
some oranges which have
been affected' then, they share
their examples with the class.

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

(I) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Digital Literacy

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
iii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iv Citizenship

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
iii. Leadership and

personal

Development

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
development

iii) Creativity and

imagination

iv) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy
dictionary
(ii) Online dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i. Charts/Pictures on
National values
ii. Passages or Video
clips on National

Values.
WEB RESOURCES:
https://speechtimefun.c

om/mainideatips/

iihttps://blog.brookespu

blishing.com/ll-ways-
to-improve-your-

students-oral-

language-skills/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Charts/flashcards

Passages
Sentence Games
WEB RESOURCES
i.https://www.tefl.net]el

Videas/games/relative:

clause-games/

iihttps://www.pinterestt

com/michaelides@79$l

relative-clauses/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards/posters
Textbook

WEB RESOURCES
l.https:/lexamples.you

rdictionary.gom/social-

institutions-

examples.html

ii.https://www.edutopi

a.org/article/5-ways:

comprehension

UNIFIED SCHEMES

i.) Pupils, as a class, read
silently to draw out simile and
metaphor from the given
passage;
ii) Pupils pair up to deduce the
main ideas leaving out
supporting ideas in a given text.
(iii) Pupils, in small groups,
while reading the passage stop
midway to pick out key words
and confused words in the
passage and use them in
different contexts correctly and
share with the class.
iv). Pupils, in each group,
compare their answers with
another groups ,through their
group leaders
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En lish Lan u

LEARNING
EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

WKS TOPICS

(d ) Writing: Composition 

on 'Girls are more useful 

n the family'.

e) Supplementary

Reading: Play

f) Dictation for

the week

7 A. Mid-term tests

B. O n da

C. Mid-term break

D. Homework

8 (a) Speech work: Oral
Composition( Talking
about self and family)

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils 
describe 

should 
characteristics

be able to:

(l) 

and elements of a

debate;

ii.) draw out points to

support or oppose the

motion;

iii.) argue for or against the

topic.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i share with other pupils

the drama text read;

ii discuss lessons leamt

from the book;

iii relate events in the text

to their personal lives.

Leamers are to be guided to
learn the following words:

Burglar, compassion,

decadent, destiny, energetic,

famously, fragrant,

generative, dessert, desert

Learners are to be guided

to learn the following

words:

opaque, phenomenal,

spontaneous, arbitrary,

entrepreneur, deficit,

heroism, aesthetics,

jewelry, monumental.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i ) introduce themselves;
(ii) speak about the family;

giving appropriate
information;

(iii) speak in correct
intonation, stress and
rhythm.

ACTIVITIES

i Pupils, as a class, discuss the

characteristics and elements of

a debate;

ii Pupils are presented with the

topic, 'Girls are more useful in

the family' pupils who agree

with the statement move to one

side of the room, and those who

disagree move to the other side.

Then they take turns explaining

why they are standing on that

position.

iii) Pupils, in small groups, work

in a more structured manner to

take a point of view on an

assigned topic and generate

reasons to support their views.

i. Each pupil reads a

recommended

storybook/playlpoem from

Lagos State approved book

list
ii. Each pupil discusses the

main idea of the story.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, share

information from the story.

iv. Pupils, in pairs, establish

relationships between ideas

using evidence from the

passage.
Each pupil discusses the

lessons/values leamt from

the story.

Pupils, as individuals or in

small groups, look up the

meanings, word classes and

pronunciation of the given

words in a dictionary, and use
each word in, at least, a

sentence.

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and pronunciation of

SKILLS

(i) Communication and

collaboration

Problem Solving

iii.) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iv Creativity and

Imagination

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Citizenship

iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

(i) Communication and

collaboration

(l) Digital Literacy

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL

gogycorn/persuwj%-
writing]

https]/wvngduttu•v;

teaching-argument_

writing

https]h&&//literat/h*

as.corn]wfitjnc-an-

and-students

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards
ii. Lagos State

Recommended

Literature Text

WEB RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy

dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

(i) Communication and

collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

(i) Hard copy

dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

the given words in a dictionary,
and use each word in, at least,
a sentence.

i) Pupils, as individuals, are
guided to introduce

themselves audibly.
ii) Pupils, in small groups, are

led to talk about their
families.

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal

Development

iii.) Critical Thinking and
iii) Pupils pair up to critique Problem Solving

each other spoken English
on the topic.

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
(i)Charts containing

public speech and

dialogue,

(ii)Audio player

(iii) Pronouncing

Dictionary by Daniel

Jones
WEB RESOURCES
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WKS TOPICS

(b) Structure•

Phrasal Vecbs

(c ) Comprehension and

Vocabulary

Development:

Deriving New Words

and Meaning

(d)Writing: Descriptive

Essay.
Write composition on

"My Environment"

e) Supplementary

Reading: Poems

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By tho end of tho losqon,
pupils should bo ablo to:
(i) verbs;

the nwnnino of
ten phrasal vet bs:

(i'i) provide Mitten and
then speaking practice
01 the ten phrasal

verbs,

(iv)acquire more
vocabularies,

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l) draw inferences from

passages after reading;

(ii) differentiate between

main ideas and

supporting ideas in a

given passage;

(iii) construct sentences

with the key words and

unfamiliar words derived

from the passage;

(iv) provide answers to the

questions that follow the

passage.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

(i) complete a guided
essay on 'My

Environment';

(ii) highlight the outlines

steps/procedures of

writing this essay;

(iii) write a descriptive

essay on " My

Environment".

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i share with other pupils

the poems read;

ii discuss lessons learnt

from the book;

iii relate events in the

story to their personal

lives.

ii.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pucjilq, clnnn, oro
to moanino

and qtruc,toro of phraqnl
vorbn,

Pill)ilq, in small loam
the meaning of ton phrasal
verbs contextually.

iii J Pupils. in pairs, construct
ton different sentences with
phrasal verbs.

iv) Each pupil acquire more
vocabulary for composition
through practice.

i) Pupils, at least 4 of them,
read the passage (a
paragraph per pupil) and
draw inferences from the
passage.

ii) Pupils pair up to discuss the
implied messages and the
meanings of new words in
the context of the passage.

iii) Pupils, in small groups, form
new sentences with the key
words and unfamiliar words
derived from the passage.

iv) Pupils, in small groups,
reflect on the passage

analyzing it in order to

provide answers to the

questions that follow the

passage.

Pupils, in pairs, complete a

guided essay on 'My

Environment'.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

form outlines on description

of their environment:

physical and social

environment.

iii. Each pupil compose essays

ii

on the given topic.

Each pupil read a

recommended text LS

approved booklist.

Pupils, in pairs, share

moral lessons derived from

the book with each other.

iii Pupil, in small groups,

match theme in the story

with real life situation.

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

(i) Communicntion and
Collaboration

ii) Critical 'thinking and
Problom Oolvinq

(iii) Londorghip and
Porgonal

Devolopmont

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal

development

iii) Creativity and

imagination

iv) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(i) Communication and

collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

(l) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Citizenship

iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

En ligh Lan un o

LEARNING

RESOURCES

(i) Chart

httpts://www,thoooqlit)

lii%lond c.om/losoono/

ond.offoct„confrasv

Ondundltjon•wjth.

connqctiywpartono/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards

WEB RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Charts

(ii) Samples of

descriptive essay
(iii)School

WEB RESOURCES

ptive

https://classrqqm.synony

m.cqmlqharaq!eri$tiq$-

descriptiye:essu-

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards

ii. Lagos State

Recommended

Literature Text

WEB RESOURCES

edudelighttutors.conp
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MRS TOPICS
LEARNING LEARNIN

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

(f) Dictation for the week Leamers are to be guided For home study, each pupil

to team the following words. looks up the meanings, word

9 Speech mork:

Exposition Basic
Concept of Drug Abuse

feudal, depiction,

VYthdrawal, honorary,

wtestling. toxicant,

xylophone, vulture,

vampire, shrewd.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
(i ) master the correct

pronunciation of words

and sentence forms in

a given dialogue;

ii) identify the appropriate

words (register) for the

topic;

iii) speak in correct

intonation, stress and

rhythm, about Drug

Abuse;

iv) discuss the appropriate

information on drug

abuse such as
causes, effects and
solution

(b)Structure:
Adjective and Adverb
Puzzles

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i) identify adjectives and

adverbs in puzzle
games;

(ii) recognise the adjective
and adverb in every
sentence and match the the numbered grid.

classes and pronunctation of

the given words in a dictionary,

and use each word in. at least,

a sentence.

i) Pupils, as a class, listen to

a dialogue on drug abuse

through audio player;

repeat the words and

sentences after the

speakers to master the

correct pronunciation,

stress and intonation
patterns of the messages.

ii) Pupils, in small groups,

bring out key words from

the dialogue and use
those words in sentences.

iii Pupils pair up to critique

each other spoken English
on the topic.

iv Pupils, in groups, discuss
extensively on causes,

effects and solutions.

i.) Pupils, in small groups, study
files contain ten adjectives
and ten adverbs crossword
puzzles; they name the
adjectives and adverbs from
clues provided, then enter
these into matching squares
in 

SKILLS

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

l) Communication and
collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

puzzle pieces to check ii) Pupils, in pairs, match the

(c) Comprehension and
Vocabulary

Development:

Teaching New Words
and Meaning
(Inter-house Sport Day)

the answer.
iii) consider comparative

and superlative
adjectives and adverbs
game puzzles activity

(iv) analyse the use of
adjectives and adverbs
in sentences

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i) recognize simile and

metaphor used in the
passage;

(ii) differentiate between
main ideas and

puzzle pieces to check the
answer

iii) Pupils pair up to work on
comparative and superlative
adjectives and adverbs game
puzzles activity.

iv) Pupils, in small groups,
analyze the difference
between the use of adjectives

supporting ideas in a
given passage;

(iii) construct sentences
with the key words and
unfamiliar 

and adverbs in sentences

i) Pupils, as a class, read and
recognize the use of simile
and metaphor in the given
passage;

ii) Pupils pair up to discuss the
implied messages and the
meanings of new words in
the context of the passage.

iii) Pupils, in small groups, form
new sentences with the key
words and unfamiliar words

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal

development
iii) Creativity and

imagination
iv) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i)Charts containing
public speech and
dialogue,

(ii)Audio player
(iii) Pronouncing
Dictionary by Daniel
Jones

WEB RESOURCES
htt s://www.unodco

df/ outhnel/handbcc;
school en lish. f

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i Flash cards and
chards
ii Puzzle Games
WEB RESOURCES
i.https://www.teachers

payteachers.com/BTå

20and%20adverbs%2

Opuzzles

ii.https://www.pinterest

.com/pin/5033476958Å

8982277/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards

WEB RESOURCES
https://www.edutopia

or /article/5-wa
support-students-

who-strugale-reading•

comprehension
words derived

from the passage,
(iv) provide answers to the

questions that follow the
passage.

derived from the passage.
iv) Pupils, in small groups,

reflect on the passage
analyzing it in order to
provide answers to the
questions that follow the
passage.



En lish Lan ua e

WKS TOPICS

(d ) Writing: Composition

on 'Town life is better

than village life'

(e ) Dictation for the week

Abbreviate, acrobatic,

arrogance, bureaucracy,

calibrate, impassive,

impromptu, marathon,

metamorphosis,

miscellaneous

(a) Speech work:

Managing Agriculture

(b) Structure:

Descriptive Adjective

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(l) describe charac.teristics

and elements of a

debate;

ii.) draw out points to

support or oppose the

motion:

iii.) argue for or against

the topic.

Leamers are to be guided

to learn the following

words:

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
(i) read the selected

passage audibly and

pronounce the new

words correctly,

ii construct sentences

with the identified new

words orally;

iii discuss orally the

meanings and lesson

they can derive from the

passage;
iv answer questions follow

the passage orally.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

(i) identify basic adjectives

(ii) use adjectives to

describe themselves or

objects;

iii) differentiate between

the use of opposing

pairs of adjectives e.g.

"tall and short", "hot and

cold", expensive and

cheap".

iv) Construct sentences

with descriptive

adjectives.

ii

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils, as a class, discuss the
characteristics and elements
of a debate;

Pupils are presented with the
topic, "Town life is better than
village life". Pupils who
agree with the statement
move to one side of the
room, and those who
disagree move to the other
side. Then they take turns
explaining why they are
standing on that position.

iii) Pupils, in small groups, work

in a more structured manner

to take a point of view on an

assigned topic and generate

reasons to support their views.

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and pronunciation of

the given words in a

dictionary, and use each word

in, at least, a sentence.

i. Pupils, as a class, read the

selected passage in tums and

pay attention to their audibility

and pronunciations;

ii. Pupils, in small groups, form

sentences orally/ dialogues witl

the identified new words.

iii. Pupils, in pair, discuss the

meaning and lessons derived

from the passage and relate

the information with their real

life experience.

iv Pupils, in small groups, answer

questions follow the passage

and share with the class

through the group leaders.

i Pupils pair up to come up with

as many adjectives as possible to

describe a given noun or an item;

and read their list aloud. Each

pair gets one point for every

adjective that the other teams did

not list. The first team to get ten

points wins.

ii Pupils in groups brainstorm by

using five adjectives given on the

board or picked to describe

themselves or objects; each

group leader takes a tum to

present their findings to the class.

iii Pupils, in small groups, play

cards: place all cards face down;

EMBEDDED CORE 
SKILLS

(i) Communication and
collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

iii.) Leadership and
Personal

Development
iv Creativity and

Imagination

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal Development
iii.) Creativity and

imagination

iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

(ii)

iii.)

iv.)

Communication and

Collaboration

Leadership and
Personal

Development

Creativity and

imagination

Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

WEB RESOURCES
httpO/wwwvcuJtofpedag

ogy.com/petsuøsiye:
writing/

https;(/ww"dutopia.org
/articleßtrategies:
teachjng•gurnen!:

https•]/www.literacyideas

.com/writing-an-essay-

for-teachers-and-

students

(i) Hard copy

dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Video clips of poems

Clippings from

editorials

i Charts/Flashcards

ii Audio player

WEB RESOURCES
ihttps://www.aplustopp

er.com/speech-on-

agriculture/

iihttps•]h.wmbritannica.

com/topic/farm-

management
iühttp•]/www.fao.org/3/x

5872e/x5872eOa.htm

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i ChartsIFlashcards
ii Truth or Lie Games

WEB RESOURCES
https•]/m.busyteacher.o

adjectives-10-fun-

ways.html

take turns tuming over two cards

each; if two cards that are

opposites picked, keep them; if

not, the next player goes. Play

until all cards are gone. Make

sure all pupils are reading the

cards as they tum them over.

iv)Each pupil forms sentences

with descriptive adjectives.



WKS TOPICS
LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

(c)Compmhonsion and By the end of the lesson,
Vocabulary Development pupils should be ablo to:
"Health.sickness, cums (i) identity and explain the

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

(i), Pupils. as a class. having (i) Communication and 

road a given passage, collaboration

identify and oxplnin tho key (ii) Critical thinking and 

LEAR'

RESOL

AUDIO

RESOURCE
Flash cards

for human ailmont" key in the words in tho passage Problem Solving WEB Resoc
passage:

(ii) use tho key words and

unfamiliar words in

sentences

(lii) deduce tho main

ideas and supporting

ideas from the given

passage
(iv) infer the appropriate

answers from the given
passage to questions;

(b) Wnting: Composition lesson, 

(ii) Pupils, In pairs, use tho key (ii) Leadership and

words and unfamiliar words Personal

in sentences

iii Pupils in small groups

differentiato between the

main ideas and supporting 

ideas in the passage and

share with the class

iv) Each pupil provides

answers to the questions

that follow the passage.

Development

iii.) Collaboration and

Communication

iv) Citizenship

i. Pupils, as a class, mention (i) Communication and 

comprehet)$iq

Strategy-10$$0/

AUDIO
descriptive adjective related Collaboration

11 (a) Speech work'
Using the Telephone

i identify the appropriate to attributes of grandma; (ii) Leadership and
adjectives for ii. Pupils, in small groups, use Personal
descriptions of
grandma;

ii use the descriptive
adjectives in simple
sentences;

iii write a descriptive
essay on "My
grandma".

the adjectives in simple
sentences

iii. Pupils, in pairs, write a
descriptive essay on the
topic following a guided
related essay.

RESOURCES
li. 

Charts/Flashcat(
ii) Sample of Guidec
Descriptive Essay
WEB RESOURCES

m ra

Learners are tobeguidedto 
Forhomestudy, each pupillearn the following words: looks up the meanings, word 

categorically, 
organisational, the given words in a dictionary, 

deficiency, 
ubiquitous, and use each word in, at least,

Development

iii) Creativity and

Imagination

collaboration

(i) Communication and

Problem Solving

(ii) Critical thinking and

million, mammal, pioneer.
a sentence.

(iii) Leadership and
Personal Development

By the end ofthelesson, i. Pupils, 

and 
to:

i.) identify accepted experiences, some words, Collaboration
structure employed in
telephone

phrases and sentences
commonly used for

(ii) Leadership and
Personal

ii
thr

o 1

(i) Hardcopy
dictionary
(ii) Online dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
(i) Charts

ii) apply 
conversations;

correct intonation 

questions and
statements;

iii demonstrate clarity in

ii. 

telephone 
conversations/

Pupils, in small groups,
apply appropriate stress 
and intonation in oral drillsiii. Pupils pair up to dramatizespeech and use very

exchange phone calls:
pleasing tones in class

there are callers and

Development
(ii) Pronouncing

iii.) Critical Thinking and Jones

Dictionary by Daniel

iv) Citizenship
Solving

iii)Tape recorder

Problem 

iv)Cellphone

WEB RESOURCES

english-
receivers using cell phone(GSM) for conversations/

dialogues in the class.Visit this website for details:tt ://www. o tube.com/watcv: W A3 IJaT

online.net/speaking'diå

qgue$/talking-on-the

p&el
ii.https://www.thoughtc

o.com/telephone-

practice-english-with•

di I ue -121130

dudeligpttutors com



TOPICS
WKS

(b)Structure:

'Must 'have to'

(C) Comprehension and

Vocabulary

development:

Reading for further

understanding of

relationship between

ideas

(d)Writing: Descriptive

Essay,

Write composition on "A
Goa?'

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

i. explain use of 'Must
and Have to'

ii. differentiate between

the uses of 'Must and

Have to'
iii. construct sentences on

different ways of using
'Must and Have to'.

ii

iii

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupils, in small groups,
study ten sentences
containing 'Must 'and
'Have to' explaining their
use in sentences: They are
used to express obligation
or necessity e.g. " You
must come" (l require that
you come) '4 You have to

is a rule
requiring to come);
Pupiis, in pairs, are guided
to show the difference
between "Must" and "Have
to". Thus, "Must"

expresses the speaker's
feeling or specific

obligation, whereas "Have
to" expresses an

impersonal idea or general
obligation.

Each pupil forms ten
different sentences on the
use of "Must" and "Have

to".

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i) identify the topic

sentence in each

paragraph;

(ii) establish the

relationship between

the topic sentence(s)

and the main idea in a

given passage;
(iii) attach contextual

meanings to new words

found in a given

passage.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. highlight the outlines

steps/procedures of

writing descriptive

essay;

ii. complete a guided

Pupils listen to the teacher

read the passage with a

view to identifying new

words and getting their

appropriate pronunciation.

(ii) Pupils, in small groups,

identify the topic sentence

in each paragraph and

relate it to the main idea in

the passage.
(iii) Pupils pair up to establish

the relationship between

their real life experiences

and the main idea in the

passage.

Pupils, in groups, form

outlines step of writing

description

ii Pupils, in pairs, complete a

guided essay on 'A Goat';

iii. Each pupil describes 'A

Goat".

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

(i) Communication and
collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

ii. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
iii. Leadership and

Personal
Development

(i) Communication and

collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal Development

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

descriptive essay 
"

iii. write a descriptive essay

on 'A God.

Visit these sites for further

reading:

l.https://www.teachingbany

@n.com/10-lines/10-

lines-on-goat/,

En lish Lan ua e

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards and
chards
WEB RESOURCES
httpsd/paterfliogpa!ch,

complement-english-

grammar!

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards
WEB RESOURCES
i.https://reltsonlinetests

.com

ii.https•]/www.readingro

ckets.org/article/seven-

strategies-teach-

students-text-

comprehension

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Charts/Pictures of

Goats
(ii) Samples of

descriptive essay
WEB RESOURCES
i.https://www.readingro

ckets.org/strategi@s/de

scriptive

%20writing%20include

ii.https:llcl-ssæqmsyn

onym.cqm/characterist

-de
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EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING
LEARNING

WKS TOPICS

(e )Dictations for the

12 Revision:

13 EXAMINATION

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

Leamers are to be guided

to leam the following

Zealot, vandalism,

vocation, therapeutic,

negligence, jealousy,

impertinent, alliance,

absorption, alkaline

Revise

ACTIVITIES

For home study, each pupil

classes and pronunciation of

the given words in a

dictionary, and use each word

in, at least, a sentence.

Use relevant teaching

and leaming materials

SKILLS

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

At the end of the session, Students should be able to;

i. describe English sounds and pronounce English words accurately;

ii. form sentences and paragraphs with appropriate linking words;

RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online dictiona

iii. deduce lessons from texts;

iv. distinguish between simile and metaphor;

v. develop ability to debate on topics;

vi. construct sentences grammatically;

vii. convert past tense to past participle;

viii. discuss relevant information on drug abuse.

LAC
edudelighttutors.com


